McLuhan Film
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(PRSSA) meeting. The fill’eting Is open to all
interested
students.
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Bowling Lanes’- Fate Undecided
As Rutz Walks Out in Disgust
By RAY GILES
Daily Staff Writer
Controversy over the bowling alleys
in the new College Union came to a
head yesterday at the weekly meeting
of the College Union Board of Governors as student member Mike Rutz
walked out of the meeting.
"If we are overruled, what the hell
are we wasting time for," Rutz told
board membets. He was referring to
the board’s decision a month ago conceiling plans for a bowling alley in
the union and the apparent overruling
by the Chancellor’s office concerning
the CUBG decision.
ASB Pres. Dick Miner, attempting

’New Talent Horizon’
Highlights Black Revue
Pheto Loi Ted 13, -n
BRENDA FIELDS, senior interior design major, received inspiration for this
striking pen and irk and watercolor composition from the 1968 Summer
Olympics Black Power salute. This and other SJS Black student art is on exhibit daily 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. in A245. Professional Black aritists’ works are
on exhibit in A129. "Black Arts Today" cultural events began with the exhibits’ opening and Monday night’s performance of "Big Time Buck White,"
which starred Big Black.

Initiated by Daily

Seven Area Colleges Agree
To Join ’Save the G gee
Seven Bay Arca colleges have said
they will join SJS in its Spartan Dailysponsored "Save the Gater’’ fund-raising drive.
The Daily learned this yesterday
while the drive’s second day on this
campus netted $40.50. That figure,
added to the $63.6.3 contributed by
students Monday, plus another $50
given by Neve College. brings the total
collected thu.s far to $154.13.
Also collecting money for the Cater
will be Sonoma, Fresno and Sacramento State Colleges, College of San
Mateo, College of Marin, UC Berkeley,
and San Jose City College.
These schools, along with SJS, will
turn over all money collected to Dikran

Karaguezian, editor of the suspended
San Francisco State newspaper.
Representatives from the colleges
will meet at a press conference at
SFS to donate the money as a group
"probably next Monday," according to
Kenyon Jordan, Daily assistant editor.
The Daily is asking contributions of
10 cents tor morel ftom students the
remainder of this week. The paper has
undertaken the drive because it believes the Gater’s suspension is a "clear
usurpation of freedom of the press,"
and as stall marks a threat to all
college newspapers.
The SFS paper has been printing
only spitradically since Associated Student funds, which pay most of its bills,
were frazen over a month ago.

SJS Black students will present all
original revue, "New Talent Horizon,"
today at 4 p.m. in JC141, as part of
the continuing "Black Arts Today"
pmgram.
All programs in the "Black Arts
Today" are free of charge.
The revue is directed by Bob Stoller,
assistant director of Black EOP. Local
Black literary and musical talent will
be featured in the presentation.
Sttiderits Willette Wells and Tony
Dennis will sing. Loyci Brooks, Charles
K. Moreland Jr., and Bob Sollar will
present readings, and student Eric
Pace will read monologue and appear
in skits with other students.
Jennifer Butler and Sheila FLsher
will feature Afro dancing and conga
drummers from San Jose City College
and SJS will play.
Tomorrow at 1 p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium will be "An Afternoon
with Don L. Lee," Black poet and
writer in residence at Cornell University. Lee Ls featured in this month’s
Ebony magazine.
Lee will also conduct a poetry read-

Reagan’s Tax Plan
Rejects Withholding
SACRAMENTO
Gov. Ronald Reagan yesterday ruled out withholding
of personal income taxes from his
forthrnming tax reform plan despite
the objection of some Republican assemblymen who wanted it as part of
an over-all tax revision.

ing tomorrow evening at 8 in Morris
Dailey with students C. K. Moreland
Jr. and Sarah Webster Fabio. The
Bantu Players, directed by Mel Stewart, former member of the Committee,
will also perform.

SJS Faculty Debates
New CCUFA Proposal
SJS faculty members will have an
opportunity Thursday to examine a
proposal to reorganize the Academic
Senate into the "sole voice of the
faculty."
The California College and University Faculty Association (CCUFA)
will hold an open meeting at noon
Thursday in Cafeteria B for all instructors interested in the CCUFA
initiated proposal.
The proposal calls for a restructured
Academic Senate, with legal authority
and financial means, having the responsibility to enter into "good faith
negotiations" with the Board of
Trustees.
"If we can gain enough faculty support, Vic Vassy will introduce the proposal as a bill to the state legislature,"
Dr. Lawrence Pugno, local CCUFA
president, salt!,
The proposal, drafted by CCUFA attorneys, is intended to eorreet the communications breakdown between the
trustees, administration and faculty,
said Dr. Pug,no.
Kenneth Johnson. assistant secretary to the CCUFA executive council,
will speak at the meeting.

Public Letters Criticize Disorders

Mailing Draws Mixed Reaction
By JERRY PEBROTTI
Daily Political Writer
A recent sample mailing by the State College
Board of Trustees of public letters expressing
criticism of campus disorders has evoked varied
reactions from SJS faculty members.
The trustees last month mailed packets containing copies of about 40 letters to each of the
13,000 state college faculty members. These letters
were representative samples of the approximately
186,000 communications which the trostees and
various State Colleges had received.
In addition to letters, the communications included petitions, telegrams and organizational resolutions. The petitions contained over 40,000 individual signatures.
Jim Cole, public affairs official for the Chancellor’s Office, explained that sexeral of the trustees
had spearheaded the mailing project. having raised
the money themselves to cover the $9,000 end of
duplicating the letters and postage.
According to the trustees, more than 98 per cent
of the communications supported the stand taken
by tht trosives, t
Ronald Reagan, Chuneellor

Glenn S. Dumke and SFS Acting President S.
Hayakawa.
In the form letter accompanying each of the
sample packets, Trustee Chairman Theodore Merlam of Chico stated, "The tru.stees feel strongly
that all faculty memlx,rs should be aware of the
public hostility that is being generated by campus
disturbances."
During a budget committee meeting last week
in Los Angeles. some of the trustees explaind that
they had been receiving angry letters from various
faculty members.
One such letter was written by Dr. Abraham
Bezanker. associate professor of English at SJS.
Ile Said the mailing only added "fuel for the campaign of repres.sion and economy which most of the
trustees are mounting against the cause of higher
education in the state.’’
He believes the thoughts expressed in tile letters are "uniformly emotional expressions of alarm
from people who are living in a dream WOrid and
who are seeking to protect their interests in that
dream by appeals to law and order."
Enpressing a much differnnt reaction is Dr.
.Taines F. Stevenson, SJS professor of industrial
studies, Ile kooks upon the mailing as an effoet

on the part of the tru.stees to inform the faculty
as to the current point of view of campus affairs
expressed by people in the state.
"’There is a feeling among some state college faculty anti administrators that they are a law unto
themselves, having forgotten they are accountable
to the legislature and the people who pay the
bills," he added.
Dr. Alvin C. Beckett, SJS professor of business
education, has an outlook similar to Dr. Stevenson.
lie believes the faculty has to be aware of what
was said by the untuippy people.
"The state college public image is slipping and a.s
a result money is getting tighter for higher education," he explained.
Assuming a more irate attitude to the trustee
mailing project is Fred R. Spratt, SJS Art De.
partment chairman and recently elected AFT president on campus.
He views the project very suspiciously and believes such tactics by the Trustees are scurrilous.
"It is a clear attempt to create a backlash sentiment and force faculty into silence," he stressd.
Cole, speaking for the Chancllor’s office, said
overall RCINTTSC reaction to the sample mailing has
been

to find alterruttives to a 14-lane alley,
proposed that either the lanes be completely withdrawn from the current
plans or that the number of lanes be
reduced to 10.
College Union Director Ronald C.
Barrett presented to the board a student poll taken by Dr. Dwight Bentel’s
Journalism 55 classes. The poll, which
board member Steve Lieurance called
"the best poll we’ve had all year,"
found that 55 per cent of the 347
polled favored lanes.
Considerable reaction came concerning whether or not the union had
planned for enough lounging area. "We
have people who commute here, and
just sit around from 7 to 5," according to an ASB official. "Nobody seems
to give a damn about them."
Director Barrett suggested that if
indeed more lounging area would be
needed, then some of the meeting
rooms could easily be converted.
The board moved to wait until next
week to decide on what to do about
alternatives. Miner suggested that the
board contact Brunswick, Inc., the
company installing the lanes and the
billiard tables, and see if the current
contract might be renegotiated to include remanufactured pinsetters and
lanes (he predicted a savings of
$40,000 if remanufactured material is
used for a 10-lane alley), and discuss
the possibility of extending the contract deadline, currently scheduled to
end March 28.
The board will also contact the
Chancellor’s office and the office of
Housing and Urban Development,

Three Tutors Needed
Three paid student tutors are currently needed by the Black Educational Opportunity Program (EOP),
Bob Soller, assistant director. announced today.
The position of tutorial supervisor
is open for a senior or graduate student in math or science. Supervisory
or business experience is desirable.
Salary is $2.73 per hour.
’Two tutors, one in English and one
in math/science, are also needed. Applicants for either position should have
senior or graduate status. Both start
at $2.35 per hour.
All three jobs require 15 hours of
work per week.
Interested studer* may contact
either Stiller or TimKnowles in the
EOP office, or call extension 2166.

which is partially sponsoring the
building, and get their feelings on proposals to make the lanes 10 instead of
14.
An ASB official, who has consistently been opixised to the lanes, remarked
"Bowling was kind of a hot fad 10
years ago but it’s died down since. To
convert the bowling alley now would
cost less than to continue and set up
the lanes and pinsetters’’
Rutz said, "If we (the students)
didn’t want a bowling alley and one
is forced upon us, the people who give
us these lanes are going to find out
that there isn’t the interest to support
them."

Movement
Seeks To
Oust Miner
A petition seeking the recall of ASB
President Dick Miner is being circulated on Seventh Street and will continue until the needed 2,500 signatures
have been attained, according to Jeff
Mullins, publicity agent for the Students To Recall Miner.
"It’s a grass-roots student movement, with no real leader. Everyone
is presenting his own case against
Miner," Mullins said,
If the needed signatures are attained. there must be a recall election
within 15 days, needing a two-thirds
vote.
The recall group Ls currently circulating a sheet of their objections to
Miner, which include charges of misrepresentation, and calls him "the
three-faced ASB president."
"The fact that Miner signed his own
recall is symbolic of the fact that
everything, including his year as ASB
president. is a big joke," said Mullins.
In reaction to the recall movement
and his signing of the petition, Miner
said. "If the remitters were seriously
interested in halting our reforms, they
would attempt to recall our entire administration, Student Council included.
"With the exception of the vice
president, all the major executive officers have signed the petition to demonst rate this fact . The conclusion
should be obvious."

new eriej4
Classic Film Series

Kim Stanley and Richard Attenborough star in "Seance On A Wet Af- ,
ternoon," today’s classic film, shown free at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in Morris A.
Dailey Auditorium.
Sponsored by the College Union Program Board and AV Center, the
classic film series.continues April 9 with the Maximillian Schell version
of "Hamlet."

Invitation to Arts’

Metropolitan Opera soprano Roberta Peters will aprxar in rnncert
Friday at 8:15 p.m. in Morris Dailey as part of SJS’ "Invitation to the
Arts" series. sponsored by College Union Program Board and ASB.
Faculty and students may attend free of charge. General admission
tickets, $2 each, are available in the Student Affairs Businss Office.

YR Meeting

David I. Wyllie, Vietnam war veteran and a director of the Free Asian
League, will speak on "What Hopes For Vietnam?" at a Young Republi- 4*.
cans meeting tomorrow night at 7:30 in S210.
Wyllie served in the U.S. Air Force from 1961 to 1965, spending half
that time in Mill, and is a member of the Association for Asian Studies 4,
and the American Academy tor Politieal and social Sciences.

Fencing at Co-Rec
Fencing will be the special feature of Co-Rec 7:30 to 9:30 tonight ;
"
in the Women’s Gym with the theme "Polka Dot Reflections."
The Blue Reflections will play and badminton, volleyball, basketball,
ping pong and swimming will also be available.

Profs Against War

"Anybody is welcome" to attend the year s first meeting of Professors o
Against The War, today at 3:30 p.m. in the San Jose Room (Library :
North, sixth floor), according to Paul Dichert, PAW member.
He said the group. active last year. is re-forming for several reasons.
the main one being that the "war lin Vietnam is not diminishing." The
meeting should "indicate programs towatd the anti -war effort," Dichert
added.
A program already in the works is this weekend’s "In the Year of the
Pig," (details in tomorrow’s Dailyi which PAW is co-sponsoring with r
Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam.
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Separate Elections
’Hie recall Dick Miner um% ement is
in full swing. .111(1 it now hooks as if
Jeff :111111i:is and the group organizing
the recall will gather enough signatures
to force a recall eletion.
nd recall will show exactly how
-Irongl!.. one way or another. the different

factions on this campus feel

about the kSII president.
The real loone (of contention.

it

would appear to us. would be the SI1
student gmernment as a whole. \Sli
l’resident 1/ick Miner is only part of
a Nast organization of students rim -

hy i- the recall so significant now?
1.(ir the simple reason that it is so
general electimt. No
close to the
matter what the result. it will influ1111.1. Ille toter in the general election.
Staging the recall election so close
to the \Sit general election will only
bring out the dirt in 1:ill. It will make
it extremely diffirult for any candidate to get riveted on his (own merits.
for the N (der Will undoubtedly remember thio

ery

recent

recall

eleeti(on.

whether it suereeds or fails.
The best way to handle the recall
eloortion is to let it occur immediately.

the %Sit.
mendwrs.

or dela) it Until after the general elec-

I here are four tilettiliers of the executie branch. There are administratie

tion. In this manner. the voter should

Council has 21

appointees.

should be recalled. Ile should also be

7-iirely the current .V4I1 is not just I)ick

able Ai deride which iwrson lw wants

,i--istants and

numerous

as his next
Moist legislatie matters litte
council

passed

majorities.

resounding

kS11

president.

But he

should deride them as two separate
issues.

’I hi- is not just Dirk Miner. If many

e -till belieNe Mullins* lineVe is

elements (on this campus are unhappy.

part of a political game. \rid that game

they should recall all of the ASII. and

is to influence the Atill general elec-

wit

tion.

just

the

president.

Apparently,

1.nd what is disgusting about it

then. Mullins* fume is not against what

is that it will probably work. We only

l/ick %liner has clone. but against

hope the student- still be able to de-

tier himself’. for \liner is only part of

cide whether a Antler recall is justi-

the %%hole

fied.

goernment.

Guest Room

’Recall Is Not Tool’
By JF.FF ’MULLINS
Fearful that the Spartan 1/aily was tieing used as a politital -tool-. the editor
printed an editorial ye.tirday blasting this
writer and the Itiek Nlintr
MO% e
meld with which he is assorialed.
Flue truth
... not 0m.y did this writer
-peak ttt or encourage an% member of the
-Tartan Dail% -tail to "coser- the reeall.
.1 hi- writer een resigned his "S.11.O.G.
1..i.lor%- column from the 1)aily in order
a--iire Rill Hursehmann. editor. that
hi- nei,spaper. through the column. would
Jim he used (is a political "tool.-1. far as the recall goes. it involves
man% student. fr
a broad spectrum taf
the ealopo- I...iodation. This writer is a
-liberal- -poke-man for the recall. We

"We find

no evidence of conspiracy in the sentencing of James Earl Ray."

be able to decide ultetlier or not Miner

11.11..
moderates and conservatives
uorking for the effort.
111104 111. II:. differ in political
philo-ophie-. %%V all ’NM. 011e g...1 ill e0111.
11111111 . . . 11)i. recall of Diik \liner. the
"paper liberal- who ha. attempted to fool
all of the people all of the time.
1. for the nonemen1 rooting too late
in the %ear ...
is hunk! True. it is a
shame that we dol not think of it sooner,
Ind then a president
be held accountable for his act’ s right up to the
ter% minute he leaes office which in
Nliner’s case, will he sooner than he
epected.
"students to Recall Nlintr- thank the
Dail% for the opportunity to present our
ease.

Thrust and Parry

Chicanos, Recall, List Probed
Credit by Exam
FAlitor:
I believe that a. slight restructuring of
our college system would reduce costs ancl/or
increase capacity. This restructuring would
consist of giving course credit only upon completion of an 8-hour (plus lunch break) comprehensive exam for each course amenable
to such exam.
Applicable subects wouid be those whose
mastery is solely dependent on memorization
and or reasoning: accounting, economics,
mathematics, law (except case study), engineering (except laboratories), and psychology
texcept case study) are typical. Subjects not
appropriate are those requiring teachers’ experiences anci/or classmates’ interaction.
There are important advantages to this
plan over what now exists. First, it must be
recognized that some textbooks are in an advanced state of evolution and that literate
people who have developed self-discipline may
wish to bypass an instructor-equipped classroom.
Second, our archaic system defines seasons
for learning and achievement is honored only
during these seasons. Third. classrooms are
presently grade-oriente6; preparation for an
independent exam will shift student objectives to learning. (For those students who
voluntarily attend class the instructor will be
a tool to learning rather than a god-like giver
of good and bad grades.) Fourth, lectures
would be given at scheduled times but registration procedures would be unnecessary.
Fifth. costs -per-student would be lower. Sixth,
finally, this exam procedure can be used to
stabilize academic standards for licensing and
employment.

Editor:

in an tffort to eliminate the error and
"inaccuracy- of student -professor ratings,
like the Tower List, a few instructors haw
developed a self rating system. The aim
is to inform students of which teachers
may be object* able to them.
It is hoped that this rating stem will
spread nationwide. and that the ratings
ma) lie placed next to the teacher’s
in the schedule of classes.
The ratings are G. M. II and X. and
here’s what those letter. mean:
G
suggested for general or a%prage
students. This category would include the
busy-work teachtrs who have their tests on
file at most of the fraternity houses. This
covers a lot of lower ditision instructors.
M
suggesttil for the mature students
who are out to get more than just a grade
from the class. This classification is rarely
assigned, and belongs to that special group
of professors who always manage to do a
little more than drone out lectures.

underclassmen not admitted miltss accompanied by an upperdi% ision student. li.teacherit are the ones
who are so wrapped up in themselves and
their lecture. that they pay little attention
vilieitt.r ilie0-e communicating to he
staents
MIL.
X
IlderelanSMI.11 not admitted.
here lower-diyision students need a
junior or senior to help them figure out
%hat.- going on with It -teachers, there is
no eliance of that with an X -teacher, because nothintes going on. Only graduate
and tipper division student,’ are capable of
putting up with .50-minute mumblings
three limes a week and then manage to
figure mil which non-sensical bits of garbage %ill be transformed into multiple
ehoice questions.
With the introduction of this rating system, it is hoped that a good number of
X-tearhers can be eliminated. A few, of
course. will always reniain to cater to the
masochistic students.

Why Too Late?
Editor:
Yesterday, a major move was made in an
effort to discredit a possible valid recall petition. The move was made in the Spartan
Daily (where else!) The editorial stated "it
is a little late in the year to launch a recall
Miner movement." Why is it too late? If the
students are dissatisfied with Miner’s work,
they haw the right to recall him. Mr. Hurschmann also took one statement out of context
concerning Miner’s desire to please all of the
campus factions. I think the Spartan Daily
should be more careful in reacting too quickly.
San Francisco State has three papers but we
only have one for NEWS. Next time look at
and investigate the issues or charges before
you jump into print.
Larry Lundberg
A5797

R. J. (Dick) 8andretto
Classes of ’60 and ’69

Daily Regresses

GAMBIT BY RICHARD BATTIK

for Tuesday. you would see it is not a Mullins
political movement for publicity.
Recall Miner is sponsored by five (5) students who are coordinating it, no one person
carries the ball on our team.
Ask Jeff why he resigned from Treasurer?
Ask Jeff why he resigned fnan Educational
Reforms? Could it be he got fed up with
promises Dick Miner never kept?
As for resigning his S.M.O.G. column from
the Spartan Daily, he didn’t want to be accused of using it to benefit our cause.
I believe you owe it to the student body
to make a more valid evaluation of the situation. If you don’t care to do so, then I feel
you’re in the wrong job, and like Miner are
fooling and misrepresenting u.s all.
Joile Wineroth
A151

It is a shame the Spartan Daily, after being
in good hands under the editorship of Phil
Stone, has resumed its former stance -- with
its head between its legs, looking only where
it wants to look.
Daily’s editorials have been decrying Dr.
S. I. Hayakawa’s administration for what
they have called "clear usurpation of freedom
of the press." because "anti -strike administrators are irritated that the paper (SFS
Daily Gater) doesn’t agree with them."
Well then, is it not absurd that the editor
of the Spartan Daily should be playing the
same game when he states, in Tuesday’s editorial, that the Spartan Daily will not let a
"Recall Miner" petition USE it because it
does not want to become the "playing board
for campus political games."
Since when has the Daily not been a "playing board?" We have read all year about Dick
Miner, Dave Aikman, Bill Langan, Arr., SDS,
etc. and the games they are playing.
The "Recall Miner" petition is obviously
late in coming, but it would be an excellent
forum for expressing the dissatisfaction that
has accumulated in the student body over the
policies of Dick Miner, his administration,
and the Student Council.
Bill Hurschmann, get Spartan Daily’s
head out.
Rick Blackman
At1946

Five Sponsor Recall
Editor:
I read your editorial concerning the movement by Jeff Mullins to recall Miner. If
you’d open your eyes and check amund instead of worrying about making the deadline

Write ’Star Trek’
Editor:
The "Chicano" movement needs more
spokesmen of Miss Gonzales’ (z?) caliber.
Hopefully, they would give the movement (?)
the inglorious death it deserves and motivate
students of Mexican descent to more constructive, altruistic activities.
I will not lend dignity to the writer’s observations by refuting them.
Such a letter should be sent to the writers
of "Star Trek." They could use it it an episode titled "The Death of Mr. Spock," or
"Fourth Semester: The In-Depth Understanding of Democracy, Basle Logic, and Grammar." As a climax, Mr. Spock would be shown
dying, with "Vulcan convulsions" and other
appropriate gestures, after having read the
letter.
Adios. My tongue is getting cramped in
my cheek.
S. J. Duarte
B21054

Totver List Error
Editor:
In the latest Tower List there was an error
in the initials for Dr. J. M. Walker of the
Business Department. His name incorrectly
appeared as R. D. Walker.
We also would like to point out that the
164 evaluation cards from Dr. A. L. Goldman’s
classes were lost and the critique that appears
in the Tower List was written from the 10
cards collected on Seventh Street.
If there are any other corrections, complaints, questions, or suggestions concerning
the Tower List, they may be sent to Tau Delta
Phi, Student Union, Botc T.
David K. CtItidiff
Chairmen, Tower List’ Project

By 1.1111. STONE
**Recall Dick Mitier!That’s the call that greets students on
Seenth Street and apparently the ASB
president belieNes it’s a good idea.
Iresterila Diek Miner
the petition that urged his recall because -lie has
misrepresented the Assoriated students of
SJS by failing to protide effeetkely and
adequately responsible leadership in office." Several of his government associates
also signed.
The ASB president throught the whole
idea was a preposterous joke. Why else
would he do such a foolish thing?
But by signing the petition. he has just
about guaranteed that a recall election
will occur.
Barring any technicalities attached to
the petition isonie reports say that the
leatlers of the recall tootement haven’t
received the needtd permission for their
actions and therefore the entirt reeall
illegal) we can expect to See the recall
election just after Easter actition.
The petition needs some 2,400 votes.
After Miner’s action yesterday, and also
h(ocause of the great many people who
have opposed present student gmernment
policies, the figure shouldn’t he too hard
to achieve.
While thinking the entire movement is
a big joke, the ASB president has :also
taken a calculated gamble. He must now
hope that when the recall eleclion i. over
he will be viiiilicaied by an oersdieliiiing
majority. But then again. it could he he
just couldn’t care any more.
peOple On this campus
There are
who know more about the ins and outs of
student politics than anyone else. Doe of
them is leading the recall minement, the
other is one of Miner’s top assistants.
This recall is the culmination of many
events over the school year. There has
been a general falling out of those who
helped elect Miner last year. But this recall movement. besides holding the belief
that students have been sold out, also has
some personal animosities. You can have
only one ASB president at a time and
when a battle of egoes is waged as -to who
should rule. then something has to give.
This recall is the give.
Falling so close to the yearly ASB eleetioni,, one can’t help heliee that perhaps
there is some politicking involved for the
president’s office next year. Bin tlie "Recall Miner- committee has stated they will
discredit any AS13 office seeker who publiely supports the recall. The effect of this
is yet to be seen.
Recall movements are dirty business no
matter how you look at them. While there
are some legitimate complaints about
Miner and his entire administration this
year, a recall ntovement, especially one
whieh involves personalities and egoes. is
sontething this campus can well do
without.
*
*
*
Next to the recall booth is the Spartan
Daily booth soliciting funds for the Daily
Cater, suspended San Francisco State college daily.
This fund should be supported. not because one agrees with the Cater editorial
policy tit stinks) hut rather because the
Cater is a daily newspaper which was
arbitrarily suspended. It may he a cliche,
comhut freedom of a press is a pree’
modity.
If one suspends a newspaper just because he doesn’t agree with its eilit orial
awa
t ry
al I tile) ois:Onsr; :IvPsatelyrr.es i r 1
wliTo:luinel’irit171)
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’Growth Marathon’
To Explore Self
"In a quiet setting we will
meet for a weekend experience
to gain strength, explore inner
experience, and centeredness,"
Rob Kling, past Midperminsula
Free University seminar leader
said in describing his latest
"Growth ’Marathon" to be held
March 28 through 30.
"Growth Marathon’s aim is
to make man a more integrated
person by exploring his inner
experiences. acting upon unrealized potentials and finding nevi’
ways to be with people," Kling
said.
The Marathon will be held in
the Los Altos hills at a cost of
$15 a student. Food, including
fresh bread is covered by ttte
cost. Registration is available
through Rob Kling, P.O. Box
4962, Stanford, or phone 14151
941-4682.
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JET CHARTERS

Summer flights of 4 to 14 wks.
r Round
e
One
$210
74 Trip
or 4,
.0 Way
For details write to Prof. Frank
Para, 247 Roycroft Ave.. Long
Beach 90803. (213) 438-2179.

Personnel Search
Agency

Jobs
Full Time
San Jose
& surrounding areas
COMMUNITY BANK BLDG.
111 W. St. John
286-8181
P.s. Pxs, ,t

the staff’s goal is to encompass
mure of the college.
"We still need poetry. fiction
manuscripts.
and
nun-fiction
Also. there is a shortage of phoart
which
can be
tography and
reproduced. Students wishing to
contribute should turn in material by April 7 to F0102," said
Pearce.
Last year’s magazine was the
most acceptable so far, he said.
It is used as a textbook in a
Santa Clara high school to show
contemporary poetry. Another
school is using it as an example
of magazine production and layout.
’This year the ASF1 gave the
magazine the exact amount of
money requested. In fact we
were offered more but decided
to use mughly the same budget
as last year," he explained.
Reed advisers and staff are
considering asking for enough
funds to have two magazines
next year. This will enable us
to print more of what’s being
done and allow us to have a continuity of staff for tvvo semesters instead of the change-over
every year," said Pearce.
A happening will be held the
la.st part of April to publicize
the magazine which will go on
sale May 1.

ROTC program and a Vietnam
veteran. now stationed with the
Military Science and Tactics Department, were cited for their
outstanding

achievements

brief awards

ceremony

in

a

yester-

day at the drill field.
half-hour
the
Highlighting
ceremony was the presentation
Flying
Distinguished
of
the
Cross to Captain Walter J. Marwitz for bravery under fire in
Vietnam. Col. Edgar Colladay,
Pr=0041....411.
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College Union 294-6414 ect. 2629
CHARTERS WITHIN EUROPE
TO AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND,
TOURS, 1.D. CARDS
FOR MESIRERS OF:
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT AFFAIRS CLUB
lint WILSHIRE RIND. I..A. CA. W:5
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cording to Mike Brown, Radioeditor.

CHERYL YOST, graduate student in elementary education, is
featured in this semester’s first issue of Rule Magazine as the
spring "Rulemate." Rule Magazine, produced by engineering
students twice a semester, is now on sale for 25 cents in the
lobby of the Engineering Building. The magazine features articles by students and faculty. Photos of Miss Yost appear in the
center of the magazine.

head of the SJS Military Science
and Tactics Department, made
the award. Capt. Marwitz is
currently working in the Military
Science Department’s public information department.
An apparent attempt to disrupt the ceremony by some individuals who fired cap pistols
did not succeed. A brief scuffle
ensued when a passing student
called them "punks."
For outstanding work in the
classroom, tyro students, Louis
M. DiDonato and David B.
Gange, were presented with the
Award,
Distinguished Student
the highest honor an ROTC cadet can receive. Dean Robert
Moore of the School of Applied
Sciences and Arts made the presentation to DiDonato while Dr.
Robert E. Mink of the Chemi-

Sign-ups for field trips to Syntex March 28 at 1:30 p.m. and
the Stanford Linear Accelerator
March 29 tit 10 a.m. will be
planned at the meeting of St.udent Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society tomorrow in
D11504.

try

in Polo Alto

Diamond Rings

Earthlings!!

held tonight at 49 S. 10th St.

Anyone interested in displaying
any type of artistic or creative
expression may attend the meeting, according to chairman Al
Giovanni. The fair will be held
on May 3 and 4.
Persons unable to attend the
meeting may content either Giovanni or Raphael Rosingana at
286-9895 or at 49 S. 10th St.

EUROPE
S215 to $315 R.2. from Wst
Cc,ist flights, also available
from East, flights to the Orient
and Israel. Call ESEP 365.862S
801 Woodside. Redwood City.

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

’21

Special Student Rentd Rates

3 months
manual

Three months rental applies fo purchase price of any
machino if you decide to buy.

w.

also rent electrics, portable and standard.

Can PA’ Typewriter Co.
293-6383

Established 1900

24 South Second

... for any
occasion
The holidavs offer the perfect time to take the
family out ill dinner. 111.1.1’. III our relaxing atmosphere. pm can enjo.% sizzling steaks or sumptuous sealoods serred for a memorable occasion.
Reserre y11111. table early.
For Reservations
Phone 292-1266

1401 S. First
at Alma
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Rock Groups...Vocalists...
Entertainers
h./ a recording ses.sion.
it.,
Now there is a professional sound studio in San Jose.
As low as $15.00 for a complete session in our modern facilities. Recordings are the professional and easy
way of auditioning for record oromoters and for jobs.
Call today or come by our studios.

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING
SERVICES COMPANY
460 SOUTH SECOND STREET, SAN JOSE
294-1111

IF NO ANSWER, 297.7946

E.

ROUGHSEWN AND
HANDSOME! OUR WAXHIDE
CHUKKA BOOTS BELONG
IN SCHOOL.
Right back to class and looking good.
The Guardsman waxhide leather chukka
ea part of the school scene all
b t
over the country. And we have +hem
right here for you now. Rugged bold
stitching and chunky details. Mellow,
dark antique brown waxhide firish. See
a pair.

-

Rnsagernent Rings Orem 11011

Save 20% with ASB card

GRODINS
535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
Open Thurs 1;1 9 323-2834
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Pleasure Fair will be

"With your help, the AFROTCAngel Flight blood drive can be
a success."
i 41
Blood drive chairman Denni,
Drury emphasized that the At’
ROTC and its women’s auxiliary.
Angel Flight. in conjunction vvith
the American Red Cross is aiming for a record 600 pints of
blood.
Last semester’s drive provided
the blood bank with 437 additional pints of blood.
The blood drive starts today
at the Catholic Women’s Centel
at Fifth arid San Fernand,’
Streets, and will continue through
Thursday.
For the first time, anyonn
over 18 is eligible to donate
blood. In pa.st years people under
21 could give blood only with
parental consent.

director,
Despite this extensive radio
11L’H’S broadcasting, the RTNC
does not ignore video viewers.
For example, KN’IN (Channel
11) and KTEH (54 on the UHF
dial, brotakasts a five minute
"S.1 S Report s" ShOW .Monday
thriimth Frblay.
Radio-television nov s Maffei -1i
present anti prepare a producti
raiding to an SJS activity or
problem. Student travel difficultics pertaining to flight reser. I
vations over the semester break
was a featured topic. Pit:king
hme
and hoein.! hAssle

stivezired on the pieture tube.
Although campus problems are
often aired, interviews and film
stories prepared by a different
person each time are also spotlighted on the "SJS Reports"
show.
Aro you still viondering "so
what else is newlsi?" ’Cluin on
your boob tube or radio to SJS
snrws and find out.

295-9910
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Blood Drive Tries
To Surpass Fall
431 Pint Record

NI., re Poehe and Lang
SJS’ assistant athletic

Compete gym
Sauna room
Body building
Weight Reducing

413

iring

’Fair’ Meeting

Brown often presents interviews with such campus news
makers as ASB President Dick
Miner, Alfred Alquist, state senator, defeated assembly can-

did/ I

Stanl

A world of difference
awaits you at
Bob Mann’s Health Club.
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cal Engineering Department cited
Gange.
In addition to citations, four
scholarships were earned by SJS
cadets.
Two cadets, Albert L. Sawyer
HI and Leo M. Nicholas, were
given four-year grants. Dr. Johrik
awarded Sawyer Ms scholarship
while Prof. Charles Marshall,
chairman of the Journalism and
beAdvertising
Department
stowed the grant on Nicholas.
The other two scholarships,
both of two-year duration, were
granted to Gary T. Triplett and
Donald C. DeMers by Roger K.
Heller, of the Social Sciences
Department.

ticipants in the first annual Sig-

Chemistry Club
Plans Field Trip

What are these program alterations? First, Brown explained, "We have ion KSJS. 90.7 FM
Spartan Newsline at 6 p.m. Monday through Friday." This fiveminute news wrap-up covers pertinent
national,
international,
state and local events. Nevi’s
staffers Greg Walter, Guy Hall
and Gary Dunn mad the news
prepared by first semester radio
news students.
Spartan Spectrum, the award winning five minute campus nevi
show, is another nightly new
cast. For the second conseeatii,.
year, this campus news roundup
feature received the Sigma Delta
Chi’s national radio competition
top spot, Brown added.
For this 6:06 p.m. show. news student correspondents report
Student Council actions kith!
Pres. Robert D. Clark’s statements. State-wide news is also
covered by telephoning reporters.
’The News Center, a 30-minute
wrap-up and analysis of the
week’s carnpus news airs Friday
evening at 7. Brawn moderates
the discussion of news with the

reporters.

A meeting for prospective par-

Carlyle
J ewelers

They have shopped and compared nd have found that
Carlyle’s prices re never higher nd in most instances are
substantisilly lower than prices
for ths time qualelsewhere
ity Doarnonds.

News

Television News Center IRTNC1

for their
vas

Television

And these News Broadcasting

$295

nr 1.4.

Radio

Changes are now in effect, ac-

ROTC Cites Six Members

JET TO EUROPE
U.S. National
Student Assn.
Students - Faculty - Staff

II

The

Center has adopted NBC.

Despite Disturbances
Six members of the SJS Army

torn

KSJS, News Center
Adopt New Formula

Literary Magazine
Needs Contributions
Increased emphask on art and
photography to make the magazine more attractive is planned
for this year’s issue of Reed, according to managing editor Jim
Pearce.
With changes in 1110 magazine,

lo

\i’i

Art, Photo Shortage

Fashion Plaza
Almaden
Valley Fair
South San Jose
San Antonio Center Mountain View
Shop Monday through Friday ’til 9:30

-
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SJS Spikers
3rd in NCAA

Cagers Name Top Opponents;
Hillman Second in Rebounding
Centers Dennis Awtrey of
Santa Clara and Pete Cross of
University of San Francisco head
the all -opponent team selected
Monday by the Spartan basketball team.
Others on the first team are
Tulsa forward Bobby Smith.
Utah Stare forward Mary Roberts, and Cal center Bah Presley.

fled the
Awtrey and
s.ei.
highest numbei
Cross scored 55 points in two
games against the Spartans, une
behind Awtrcy, who scored 37
in the Spartans’ upset of Santa
Clara.
Smith led Tulsa to an 89-84
win over SJS in December with
a 30-point effort.

move
fas

Management opportunity? Sure. Right now! We bet,r.ve the way to train managers is to let them manage
Rajht from the start. And it works! Our experience shows
that on the average, our successful college trainerreaches middle management within 6 months!
Set your own pace when you join us’ We’re one of
the world’s largest merchandising, food and retailing
operation serving Armed
organizations a civilian
Forces personnel through "PX and ’ BX retail out.
lets. And we let you go and grow just as fast as you
want to, That’s the way we’ve grown!
We re looking for bright people in the following fields
Buying
Architecture
Retailing
Mechanical Engineering
Accounting
Personnel
raudit,ng
Food Management
EDP Systems
Vending Management
Management Engineering
Transportation
Our starting salaries and fringe benefits ra,
the bestand we offer the opportunity for worldwide
travel, too!
If YOU want to succeed in business at your own rate,
without the ho-hum long wait routine, contact your
placement office’
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS

March 25, 1969
Cant make the interview? Don’t sweat it. Write our
College Relations Manager and tell him what you d like
to do’

ARMY & AIR FORCE
EXCHANGE SERVICE

MORN &

FORCI
,1

Dallas, Texas 75222
Equal Opportunity Employer

’Iffy-does
a perfect size 7
lookperfect
only-21
every-month?

It has nothing to do with
calories. It’s a special
female weight gain ...
caused by temporary
water-weight build-up.
Oh, you know... that
uncomfortable full
foeling that sneaks up
on you the week before
your menstrual period.
This fluid retention not
only plays havoc with
your looks but how
you feel as well.
(It puts pressure on
delicate nerves and
tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emotions on edge.)
That’s why so
many women take PAMPRIM.
It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.
PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7 never looks less than perfect.
Nor feels less than perfect, either.

t

Roberts hit 10 oi 19 field goal
attempts and scored 27 points in
Utah State’s 84-83 vein.
Presley. MANIA 34 points and
pulled down 15 lehounds as Cal
held off an inexperienced but
improving SJS squad in the second garne of the season, 103-98.
Named to the second team
were Dale Dover of Harvard,
Lucius Davis of Fresno State,
John Phillips of Pacific, Alex
Boyd of Nevada, and Jackie
Ridgle of Cal.
Darnell Hillman. who re abtied
39 rebounds in the last two
games of the season. ji.ised
Loyola’s Jirn flatlet leia
tinish
second in rebounding in Ow West
C’oast Athletic Conferenee Hillman had 207 rebounds in I. ague
play for a 14.8 average. Cross
had a 15.7 average.
Hillman, who shot 47.5 per
cent from the floor for a 15.9
scoring average, finished eighth
in the WCAC in kith categories.
Cross scored 3,’,7 points for a
26.2 a \.eiage te erl the league.
The 6-9 center will be back next
year.
Awtrey was accurate on 60 per
cent of his field goals, tweaking
the WCAC record of 58 49 set
last year by Dick Groves of SJS.
Phillips led free throw shooters
with an 85.1 percentage. Steve
McKean led SJS with 92 per cent.
although he did not shoot enough
to qualify for the league title.
The Spartans finished second
in the WCA(.7 with 1070 points,
eiroe behind Santa Clara. The
also finished second to
the Broncos in riefee.e.
C. 111
Santa Clarli Made .17
g. in
Of ilS field goal attea.
the title. San Jose
14.6 per cent to finish feurth behind U(’ Santa Barbara and
Pacific.
The Spattans recovered 36.2
per cent of its rebounds to lead
the conference. Santa Clara finished second with a 54.8 mark.
Bothered by inconsistency at
season.
the free threw line
SJS finished last with a 65.4 percentage. Si. Miny’s hit 74.4 per
cent to lead the league.
The most improved and most
outstanding Spartan players will
be announced at a later date.
Guard Tim Holman was named
the outstanding senior player
followin.4 the final game.

L,
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TRIPLE JUMPER Adrian Porter, fine sophomore triple jumper,
goes through the hop, skip, and jump in the recent quadrangular meet at the Spartan track. Porter jumped 48-101’2 to take
sixth place in the NCAA Indoor Meet

Intramurals
In tonight’s lower division independent basketball playoffs, IN
plays Sunshine Boys No. 4 in
PER3 and ATO No. 2 meets ATO
No. 3 in PER2. Both games begin at 6 o’clock.
Tonight’s upper division playoff games are: Basketball, Inc.
vs. Me and Them No. 1 at 8:30
in the Mens’ Gym, Eighth St.
Athletic Club vs. Buffaloes at
6:30 in the Mens’ Gym, Hung vs.
Price’s Preachers at 7:30 in the
Mons’ Gym, and Sunshine Boys
No. 1 vs. 676 Club at 6 p.m. in
PERI.
The final rounds of the table
tennis tournament begin at 4:30
this afternoon in PER279. Players still alive in the tourney are
Harunori Yosiakawa, Huynh
Thien, Vo T. Han, Hooshang
Dclarooz, Daniel C’ole, and Jim
Ulrick. Han and Delarooz are undefeated in the double elimination tournament.
Results of Monday’s upper division playoffs: Sunshine Boys

No. 1 gut double figure perform
tutees from Larry Stewart, Terry
Kline, Don Hunter, and Bob
Riner to beat the Lubricators,
55-49; Basketball Inc. clobbered
the Red Horde, 65-38; Price’s
Preacher s beat Canterbury,
70-27; Buffaloes edged Newman,
47-46; Me and Them came from
six points down at the half to
defeat No. 1, 52-50; Hung
dumped Proud Brown, 62-53; 8th
St. A.C. whipped the Blue Horde,
56-40, and 676 Club won by forfeit over SPE.
In Monday’s lower division
playoffs, Linghams beat APhiO,
43-32, despite 24 points from Bill
Rowe; Sunshine Boys No. 4 defeated the Blue Horde, 66-35;
ATO No. 3 smashed DU, 45-20,
and Sunshine Boys No. 3 got 31
points from Chris Grandi to beat
Moulder Hall No. 3, 63-46.
Entries for the six-man volleyball tournament are due in the
intramural office by March 28.
Competition will be held in the
open and nosice divisions.
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RING DAY
Thursday moNoEoN
March DELIVERY.
20th
Drawing
For Free
Ringl

John golets ships the world’s
finest rings within one moon
(4 weeks) receipt of the order.
Why wail? Order now,.

Spartim track coach Bud Winter is overwhelmingly pleased
with the overall performance of
his 11 SJS competitors who captured a thrid place in the NCAA
Indoor Championships ut Detroit
last weekend ahead of an always
puwerful USC team.
"Anytime you beat USC in the
national championships you have
to be pleased," he beamed.
The Spartans finished behind
a surprisingly strong Kansas
team and second place Villanova
with a total of 19(a points while
USC and Tennessee were in
fourth with 16 each.
Winter is not taking his team’s
finish in the meet as the final
indication of how they will do
in the NCAA outdoor championships, however, indicating that
his team will be much stronger
for that meet.
John Carlos raced to the
NCAA title in the short and
sweet 60 yard dash ahead of a
fast field which included teammates Kirk Clayton and Ronnie
Ray Smith, tying the meet record
at .6 flat,
Carlo.s was selected as College
Athlete of the week by the Sant:a
Clara Valley Sportswriters and
Sportscasters Association for his
outstanding performance.
Clayton managed to pick up a
sixth place in the- 60 at 6.2 despite a bad start after running a
fast qualifying time of 6.1 in the
semifinals.
EVANS UPSET
Lee Evans was upset in the
440 for the surprise of the meet
by his biggest rival and fellow
Olympian Larry James of Villanova for the first time.
James, who clocked 47.3, had
a fast start and led through most
of the race to capture the event
by about 3 feet ahead of the
closing Evans who finished in
47.6.
Winter described the competition in the meet as "fantastic in
all of the events," noting that
James and Evans barely qualified
for the finals.
Spartan 60-yard hurdler
George Carty ran against the
best hurdlers in the country and
took a second in 7.1 behind Erv
Hall of Villanova who tied the
NCAA record with a 7 flat
clocking.
Marion Anderson went right
out and leaped a best of 24-9
on his first jump in the long
jump and ended up in third place
for SJS in that event.
Sam Caruthers showed that his
pole vaulting talent will stand up
with the best in the country,
clearing 16-0 behind Lee Smith
of Miami of Ohio and Bob Seagren of USC who both cleared
16-6.
High jumper Don Lindsey
cleared the 6-10 plateau but
gained only a sixth place in his
event which was won by Ron
Jourdan of Florida with a jump
of 7-03/4, a new NCAA record.
RELAY FAILS
The SJS mile relay team of
Larry Walls, Neville Myton, John
Carlos, and Lee Evans found
themselves behind in the early
going and failed to place with a
comparatively slow time of 3:19.
Winter expressed confidence
that the mile relay team will
make a much better showing
when it competes against the
same competition on the roomier
and more welcome outdoor tracks
this season.
Back on the home front at the
All-Comers Meet on the Spartan
track, SJS shot putter Richard
Marks continued his remarkable

weekly improvement with a toss
of 57-6%, putting hirn second on
the all-time list at SJS.
Marks, a 245-pound specimen
with 19 inch biceps is a competitive weightlifter when he’s
not throsving the shot.
While warming up for his
event last weekend he did
56-101s standing.
"If you can do 57 feet standing
you should be able to get out to
61 or 62 feet with your explosion
against the ring," Marks explained.
Assistant Coach Ernie Bullard,
who has worked closely with
Marks, predicts he’ll do at least
60 feet once he gains his form
and be a definite threat for a
place in the NCAA meet in June.
Marks was a student at SJS in
1963-64 and weighed 200 pounds
then, but developed 45 pounds of
muscles as a competitive weight
lifter in the army.

SJS Seeks
State Honors
Hopeful of a lepeat et last
year’s third place performance,
San Jose State will take a full
team to compete in the State
College Gymnastics Championships Friday night at Fullerton
Junior College.
A field of 17 colleges will participate in the tournament which
will begin at 7:30 p.m.
According to Spartan coach
Bob Peavy. the tournament may
wind up the way it did last year
with San Fernando Valley State
repeating as champion, Cal State
Los Angeles finishing second and
San Jose State placing third.
"We have exceptional individual strengths, but we don’t have
the team strength that is necessary to win a championship
event like this," Peavy summized. "VVe were beaten by both
San Fernando Valley and Cal
State Los Angeles this season in
dual competition. You have to
rate them as favorites."
The Spartans completed their
regular season competition with
a 7-6 record, bowing to powerful
Sacramento State last Friday by
just 3ie. points 1141.25-137.75).
In that meet San Jose State
won four of six events and also
had four performers take second.
"Individually we’re strong," Peavy emphasized, "but we don’t
have the point depth."
One of the individual hopes of
the Spartans will be Joe Sweeney,
a top all-round competitor.
Sweeney has defeated two defending champions already this
year -- Rich Grisby, San Fernando Valley State’s horizontal bar
ace, and Marty Coulter, the 1968
vaulting champion from Cal
State Los Angeles.
Another performer to look for
from San Jose State will be Jim
Turpin. A nationally-ranked
trampolinist, Turpin has scored
some of the highest point totals
on the West Coast this year in
vault ing.
Doug Hills, who has been one
of the standouts for San Jose
State this season, will be seeking
to repeat as State College Free
Exercise champion. He has been
scoring in the mid -8’s all season
in the floor exercise event.
Other Spartans participating in
the meet will be Winston Ashizawa, Paul Hausladen, Bernie
Levine, Tony Spencer, Rich
Havstad and Steve Sinsel.

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

Minimum
Monthly
Payments

$199.00
down
plus tax &
license

1969 Volkswagen

cpartan gook4tore
,
’401 on (coopo.s

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
formerly Spartan Volkswagen
1560 North First Street
286-8800
San Jose
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The Home of the Humble Little Bug

Netmen Face
)1 Strong Test
Sparten tennis team will try to continue its two-match winning streak today ssiten it meets Portland on the SJS courts. The
urst match is at 2 p.m.
The Spartans, who have a 3-1 record, will meet Ilayward State
tomorrow and finish the week’s play against Washington State Sat at SJS.
.,!ways had trouble with Portland," said SJS coach
-We her
h
in, -Pee eur stiffest competition this week will be
Butch
ee. e,n."
from V.
Greg Shepard is the nurnIx-r
one player on the SJS ladder,
followed by John Zwieg, Mark
Elliott, lien Lowell, and Ray Orlando.
The Spartans have lost one
match this year, a 6-3 decision to
l’tah. "I am.pleased with the way
t.JI’ kids have performed," lirikorian said.

Golfers Face
Washington
fit -it -ever dual match. SJS’
1-- 11
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the reed, a magazine of and for all san jose state’s
people. is tom seeking photographs, short stories. art.
One’ act plays. and poems. if you have something beautiful.

please share it with the rest of us.

submit all material to facility of Nees 102 before apri I
7111.
von say you got a real solution
%sell sou know
we’d ’all love
see
plan
Lennon & McCartney

the re

entertain

in two of the three dual matches
thus far.
heavy rains have set the
team back as scoring has not
been consistent because of la.ck
of play," notes Vroom. "Warmer
vveather and drier courses willimprove this situation, hoWeVeT,
and scores are beginning to improve.
"As expected, the keynote is
youth as freshmen Bill Harmon.
and Dan Carter and sophomores
Kelley Moser, Jolm Adams cux1
Steve Bohn have been edging the
veterans in early season play and.
practice rounds."
The Spartan linksmen will host
the University of Oregon next
Monday at 1 p.m. at the San
Jose Country Club.

the

p.m. at

the San Jose Country

Club.

SJS SOPHOMORE first baseman Tom McLachlan beats the throw into third in an earlier
w:n over Cal State at Hayward this season.
McLachlan aild the. rest of the Spartans have

By KEVIN DOYLE
Daily Sports Writer
San J(NV State and San Francisco State battled the hell anti
the cold and filially lost to the
darkness as they tied 2-2 in 11
innings at Spartan Field Tuesday
ternoon.
The tie moves the Spartans’
record t.o 1-6-1 against college
competition and 1-7-1 over-all
after dropping an exhibition
game t.o Gagliardi Construction
Co. Saturday.
The game had a little of everything in it, except enough hits
and runs. Both teams played
neither
flawless defense, hut
side could push across a run after
the seventh inning and the umpires celled the game on account a darkness.
The tie ruined an excellent
job of pitching by the Spartans’
Bob Holmes. Holmes, a senior
righthander, hurled nine innings
Yielding five hits and five
strike -outs
before heing replaced in the ninth for a pinch hitter.
4:I/ES NINE
Holmes’ nine innings of pitching marks a first, :is the first
pitcher to go the regulation nine
all season for SJS arid he still
doesn’t have anything to prove
for his fine effort.
SFS scored first when it tallied a pair of runs in the third
frame off Holmes. Two scratch
singles and a pair of walks were
all the Gaters needed to push
a couple of runs home.
Holmes got tough after that
inning and only allowed five more
runners on base through the
ninth inning.
SJS tied the score at 2-2 in the
seventh vdien third baseman
Maris Pantels delivered a clutch
deuble over the centerfielder’s
head.
The inning started off with

If you let nature
take its course
you may fail yours.
You were supposed to cram for
calculus tonight, but somehow 35-24-35
looked more appealing than the
derivative of x’.
And now it’s 1 a.m. And nature can
play some pretty mean tricks on a guy
at 1 a.m.
Relax, take a couple of NoDoz*

will

ie. el sit>. of Washington Hus-

Let
qeerge
Team Preps Holmes Sharp; SJS Ties SFS
Do It Judo
For Nationals
Thursdayl
tif4,)
"am

team

kies Saturday afternoon at 1:30

v-

Welt the National Championships in Newark, New Jersey less
than a month away, the SJS
jttdo team prepared for its last
two dual meets of the season
with an impressive showing in
the
Far
Western
Collegiate
Championships Saturday.
Doug Graham :205) and Lewis
Gonzales 065) were individual
winners in the MCC for the
Spartans. Many teams did not
participate this year because of
finals
in the quarter -system
schools.
Last Wednesday evening, the
Spartan judokas added another
victory to their dual meet record with an easy 75-41 triumph
over the University of California
at Berkeley.

SPARTAN SAILTS

\l’ellnesday, March 19. 1169

and stop relaxing.
NoDoz has the strongest stimulant
you can buy without a prescription.
, And it’s not habit forming.
NoDoz will help you resist
nature, at least until the next 41.0.-,
time a cold hard fact loses welt
.
4k*
out to a sOft warm one.

won only one contest this season. but one of
the few bright spots has been the base running.
The Spartans’ next home appearance will be
Satu,clay against Washington.

shortsuip Tom (’ !der bli- 1- . dig
line shot deuhle to e- eloe
Steve Ornelles walked and ’Alike
Pepovac moved the ninnies to
second and third with fl perfect
sacrifice bunt to set the stage
for Pantel’s heroics.
COULDN’T TALLY
The Spartans hammered Gater hurler Frank Maganini
both the eighth and ninth frames
but couldn’t tally the tie-breaker.
In the eighth 13ill Crozier
walked, Don Kinzel followed
with a sharp single through the
infield which ineetat Crozier to
third oil the Int and run. But
with runners on second and third
and no outs, the Spartans were
unable to deliver the key hit
to end the contest.
In the ninth it looked like the
Spartans were going to win their
second home game against college ccirtipmItion when Pantels
lead elf with a walle, Mike Hazelhofer delivered a einch-hit sin,gle
to right and Crozier walked.
With the bases loaded and one
out. Kinzel hit into a fielder’s
choice and captain Corder lined
a shot that the pitcher snared
to retire the side.
in the 10th and Ilth innings
the crowd and players were getting as cold as ice cubes and
neither reacted with much enthusiasm.
After Holmes retired in the
ninth for a pinch-hitter, .junior
lefthander Jay Finke took over.
Fike hurledthe last two frames,
giving up no runs although he
was in trouble in both frames.
LOADED BAGS
In the tenth. Eike loaded the
bases before striking out the
lead-off hitter and forcing catcher Bud Petrocchi into a fielder’s
choice to retire the side.
SF’S opened the I lth with a
double to right but Fike bore
down to strike out two and get
the final batter to hit into a
fielder’s choice.
The Spartans proved to he a
much improved team over their
earlier season performances, but
still failed to get tne big run
across.
One bright spot in TUPS1-1,y,’
game was leftfielder Gary C1111ningham of Menlo Park.
sophomore smashed a triple in

JOHN
NICHOLSON
287-1576

the second with two outs and
walked in rise trips to the plate.
Infielders t’order ishortstopl
and Pantels ’third base) proved
that they can field with anybody.
l’antels stopped a run singlehandedly in the sixth when he
gloved down a line drive and
tagged third base for a double
play with no outs.

The Spartans will be seeking
their fourth stietight dual match
win.
Coach Jerry Vroom’s golfers
ttPrred their murk to 3-0 last week
with a decisive 18)-2 to 8ti triumph MIT the University of San
Francisco in Fairfax. The Spartans also have beaten S.F. State
124-3) and the University of
California (141)e -1212e
SJS also placed fourth in the
Los Angeles State Invitational
and teamed up with Fresno
State to defeat Cal State Los
Angeles and USC, 19-17, in a
"North -South" match.
Steve Mountain, a junior transfer from the College of San Mateo, has been one of the top performers this season for the Spar.
tans. Ile finished fourth individually in the L.A. State Invitational and has been a medalist

Charter Flights
Los Angeles.l.ondon.l.os Angeles
Via
Boeing 707 Trans.Polar
Return
Depart
Revue Ma
$4.0 Pries
JUNE 6 SEPT. 14
$295.00
JUNE 18 SEPT. 9
$295.00
JUNE 25 SEPT. 14
$295.00
These flights are available only
to Faculty Members, Students,
Campus Staff and immediate fam.
ilies. This charter program is not
sponsored or controlled by the
I alifornia State Colleges.
For reservation forms and full de.
toils please send completed coupon (below 1 to Trip Clutirman,
I -ti So. Beverly Drise, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Male &Female

Corder, wno WaS one et the
best glovemen in the West Coast
Athletic Conference a year ago,
proved he hasn’t lost his touch
as he snared several balls headed for the outfield and prevente.l
the winning run from se, 1-.11;
Fike and the
of the Spartan pitching statt
will be back in full swing Saturday when SJS hosts Washington in :: double-header at Spar115 E. San Fernando 297-064?
tan Field.
111101MMINME=MM.
Fans are reminded to get to %le,’ ...CoVrAesre4oceszore
the 1 p.m. doubleheacer a little
early and reserve the r favotite
spot on the grass (S.P.-"I has no k
bleachers at their home porke

Furnished Apts.
carpets. ib,ated Poo/
/12 Baths. Parking Garage

NAME
ADDRESS

$55.00/mo.

Across from Campus

COLLEGE
_ .
FACULTY 0 STUDENT 0 STAFF 0

LEVI

Bell Bottoms

SJS Dominates
Track Records

THE

World records in track terse
been horded by SJS sprinteis 111
the past three Year’s.
In fact, SJS sprinters hold
world records in every sprinting
event eXCEIPL the 100 yard dash
and the 440 yard relay.
Super sprinter Tommie Smith 1
lead,s the pack of record holders
with five world records in the
200 meters, 220 yard straight away. 200 meters, 220 yards, and
440 yards. He also shares in two
relay world records.
Other SJS world record holders %,
are Ronnie Ray Smith in the
100 meters and Lee Evans in the
400 meters as well as sharing in
ROO meter and 880 yard relay ;
records with Ken Shackleford.
Bob Talmadge
and Tommie

The 9Iared jock
wa2,111..mes

$7.00

KETTMANN’S

1530 Santa Clara
Open 9:30 to 6:30 Thurs. & Fri. ’til 9 p.m.
First National - BankAmericard - Master Charge

; WE RENT TELEVISIONS
immediate Dehrert.

Televidien

z 292-3457

smith.

/INK

1850 W. San Carlos

TAU DELTA PHI

MIN

NIEN’S HONORARY SCHOLASTIC FRATERNITY ANNOUNCES

FREE SMOKER BANQUET
Wednesday, March 26, at 7:30 in the Cafeteria
Eligibility
Open to any male student who has completed
30 semester units at S.J.S with a composite
G.P.A. of 3.0 or over.

Scope
The purpose of this banquet is to acqaint
qualified individuals with the purpose
&A activities of Tau Delta Phi.

Range of Activities

LOOK UP

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peatiuts(ur whatever morn cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
Diego,$19.85.Super727Jets.

PSA eve* you a lift.

Publication of the Tower List
Sponsoring the Open-End Forum
Faculty fireside meetings
Relevant academic discussions
College directed community programs

Interested Students
If qualified, students are invited to reserve a place at the
banquet by picking up a ticket at the Student Affairs Business
Office by Thursday, March 21. Don’t hesitate to advance
socially while progressing scholasticallyTau Delta Phi.
We discriminate on the basis of sex and intelligence only!

Te,

111

.

AUTO
INSURANCE
Ages 17,25
Single or Mar,ici
New low rates for young cl,,ers. Pre,
fenced or hard to place c,ka accepted.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 SF
Suit 205

FREE

Creek Surd.
San Jus
243.5027

Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

(lS7P 517T 1.71,7

511.1.

Personalities of Black Artists Seen
In Mini-Film Festival Presentation
sv.srr l’OsT
inf. Arts Writer
irbings into
ditt,wni
the personalities of Blaelc artists,
were presented in a trio of films
shown yesterday as part of the
Black Arts Today" series. Oscar
Williams, Black director and
cinematography
instructor
at
SFS, discussed the films before
a small audience in Mortis Dailey
Auditorium.
Williams worked in all the
films. including his own produetit it of "Sounds Like That," a

’U.S.A.’ .1)0y
Here Friday
Answers Your Questions
About:
Sa!tries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

CALL r,)[> 286-9622
r-

Or Clip and Mall Coupe,’
Marra
karma

ear
Mee

So

Sate

"U.S.A., SJS Reader’s ’cheater
production plays this Friday and
Saturday in Studio Theater at
S:15. The revue with special
ight, music and choreographic
effects are on sale, 75-vents for
ASH members and $1.50 general.
Directed by Sirs. Noreen Mitehell, the play brings to life John
INN Passos’ epic novel of Amertetes first 30 years in the twentieth century.
Included in the cast tlit...S.A."
Hogan,
are: Dan Balestrero, I
Dennis Johnson, Ltqs Kupp, Cathy.
Morgan, Jean Parker. Lisa Paul..tn, Gerald Proost, Cynthia Reid.
and Pamela Simmons.

and see IBM
System 360 Computer
AUTOMAT I ON

INSTITUTE

of

a

111.:t.1(

The first showing in the "mini film festival," %VHS a Cl3S
t a I I t (1
"An
Afro-American
Thing." It dealt with a community. project called the "Neighborhoo(1 Arts Alliance." that
sponsore.! Black poets, musicians,
and African -style (lancets.
Williams said this film was
made with inuih difficulty because of conflicts with the monied
interests who backed the shooting. The directra explained, "I
felt we could have gone further
. . . anti gone deepcr into revealing the Black artist as a
person."
Ile seemed more satisfied with
the second film, which he and
WritCC Leroi Jones worked on.
- there
"We had a freer hand
Wtre no big money backers,"
Williams said.
with
the
This
film dealt
Black Cotntnunications Project"
begun at SFS and presented
California.
H ue y
throughout
Newton. Ron Karenga, MohamCarmichael
Stokely
med Ali, and
were shown on film. It was a
et.y for Black power and selfexpression.
Excerpts were shown from
"Sounds Like That." One reason
it was presented, emphasized
Williams, was so that "people
will think about the whole Pelson when they see people labeled
Ki.i.ins and Black

5e-"s’s Cleaners

te

WI School WM Convielaa
or visit

stark portrait
musician.

10% OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
1i34 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara
Two locations to serve you

an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th San Jose. 95112

"Ny Pay Mcpe "

’Big Time Buck White,’
A Dramatic Tinne Bomb
its ft DI RICKARD
...tail Writer
"Get y outset! together, baby,"
Big Time Buck White warns.

"Learn to love everyone. even
the losers." He tells you where
and where you should be
it is
in Oscar Brown Jr.’s brilliant,
powerful, musical version of Joseph Dolan Tuotti’s "Big Time
Buck White," which socked it to
an overflowing Morris Dailey
crowd Monday night.
The San Francisco-based musical comedy set a hard pace to
follow for thc test of "Black
Arts Today," which continues
with Black cultural events until
Friday, March 28.
A Beautiful Alleluiah Days
(BAD, meeting was the backdrop for a tough-tender, comic
look at Black ghetto culture and

the outside world through the
eyes of thaw WRO liVe in one
and view the other.
Humor, songs, inside jokes, and
actions spoke much louder than
potentially-explosise di a Logue
about A’hitey and his culture and
ghetto peculiarities.
Philip Moore III, organist. and
drummer Andre Fischer beetm
and sustained the drama with
enrictl
their brilliant MUSie,
the second act with a bang and
a whimper.
Ted Lange (Weasel), Jamt.Earl Garrison llioneyman I anti
Herschel! Burton (Hunter’ wale
outstanding in their roles. Weasers cockiness, Honeyman’s cool,
and Hunter’s "class" contrasted
and complimented Rubber Band
(Anthony Williams), who hated.
and dared others to step across

Miss Roberta Peters
Sings Here Friday
Roberta Peters, Metropolitan
Opera soprano, will appear in
concert Friday night in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 8:15.
Free student tickets and $2
general admission tickets are
available in the Student Affairs
Business Office, Building R.
The concert is part of the In-

1969 Europe CHARTERS
California -London RT
Summer departures
Saturn Douglas DC-8 Jets

$294
Cal State students, faculty,
staff, and family ONLY.
Early Reservations Necessary
CONTACT:
Jerry Rose Charter Dept.
2123 Addison St. Berkeley
jet 5 ) 848-13597

that line. fist., organization man
(Bill l’arish learned to manipulate Black Power to obtain federal green power.

All N’1111

N1111/. Ihru

ThUrP.

72 F:. Santa Clara

’ANGELO’s:
.40emMIN1,-6i

HEY GlInS,
THE UN-SH1NE AGENTS ARE HERE!
Revlon introduces a whole line of new cosmetics that
are absolutely innocent of oil. Perfect for oily skins
and it’s medicated too!
*

*

’,thud

?Vanier’ Molliny

tglitsiter . . .

$.3.50

’Wonder...Wowing c.tolion Maheup $2.00

* Efoliin9 Powder

Compact

$2.00

* Medicaid Pretiel Powder
$1 75
Try the "Unlipsticks" R too. 20 sheer colors to choose from.
The new shiny, Unlipsticky Lipsticks by Revlon
$1.50
Visit our Cosmetic Center today.

10th STREET PHARMACY
10th & Santa Clara

vitation to the Arts Series, ard
is sponsored by the College Union Program Board and ASB.
The first half of Miss Peters’
ptogram will include Handers
"Oh, Had I Juhal’s Lyre" and
"Sweet Bird" from "Il Pensieroso," with flute obbligato; J. S.
Bach’s "Jauchzet Gott in Allen
Landen" Cantata 51; a group of
five songs by Richard Strauss;
and "Cara Nome" from Verdi’s
"Rigolet to."
After intermission, Sliss Peters
will sing Rodrigo’s "Cuatro Madrigales Amatorios," Folk Songs
of America and the British Isles
arranged and accompanied on the
Troubadour harp by Samuel
Pratt and "Ombra Leggiera"
from "llinorah" by Meyerbeer,
which will also feature a flute
obbligato.
Miss Peters, now engaged in a
soc-month transcontinental tour.
made her professional debut at
age 20 in the role of Zerlina in
Mozart’s "Don Giovanni" at the
Met.

294.9131

FEEL LIKE
CHICKEN?
just point yourself in the direction els Vol. Sander’s for a
good homt-cooked chicken din.

ner.
The featured item right now is
the Bucket of Chicken. The
Bucket holds 14 pitces of delicious. crisps. fried chicken, 5
hot rolls. anti
famous grasy.

a

pint

of our

And take ailsans
’age of our Sudden Sers ice. You
don’t need to phone ahead -just come in and pick lip a
[locket of Chicken in a matter
of minutes.
A Bucket costs only

$3.95

KSJS Log

Sander’,

90.7 VII
6:00- NEWSLIN’E
SPECIMUM
6:11 THE HANK AND. DEBBI.:
SHOW (top 40, Pop, recent
hits, and oldies)
7:45 SPECIAL PREVIEW OF
NCAA FINALS
8:00 CAMPUS RADIO VOICE
8:02 PROJECT 68RADIO
DRAMA

6:06

A decade of change ...
of innovation
has created exciting new
management opportunities
for you ... at Penney’s
The NOW Penney’s...
Still on top and:engulfed in revolution!
What a difference a decade makes! From "practical" clothing to one of the nation’s
leaders in mass fashion merchandising . . . the electric wind of change has swept
through the Penney stores, dramatically increasing their size and scope . . . building giant new full line department stores and automotive centers . . . adding sporting
goods, major appliances, hardware and shop tools, garden centers, furniture . . .
. . . extensive full lines catalog operations are supported by an ultra modcrn, fully
automated distribution center
.
scores of advanced computers digest over 12 million credit
card accounts ... bill at least six million accounts monthly
from regionally located EDP centcrs.
. and this is only the beginning of one
of the greatest growth stories in
this marvelous era of growth.

12th and Santa Clara

Learn more about the growth oriented management
opportunities waiting for you with the NOW Penney’s.
Visit your campus placement ogice for more information.

Penney’s will be interviewing on campus

April 6
J. C. PENNEY COMPANY, INC
1301 Avenue of the Americas, New York. New York 10019
equal opportunits emplover

286-8685

LET’S
TALK
SOLUTION
TODAY ON 7th STREET

12:30 P.M.
I larold Brinkley
Sacramento

Stuart Brisem.
England

Aeft 71tetna,3 Quartet

WS

Eat

$1

+

Then...
Ten years ago the J. C. Penney Company was primarily a dry goods chain
. . . one of the top three non-foods
merchandisers in the country ... selling practical clothing and piece goods
. its 1700 store fronts on the main
streets of the country . . . a familiar
and trusted face of Americana.

MID-CIAL
SPAGHETTI

Order of ndreu
John Detrick
YOU’VE HEARD TIIE PROBLEMS

NOW
PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS
SPEAK FOR SOLUTION

$

=

EUROPE
CHARTERS

Carol Falconer, sophomore history major and member of Chi
Omega from Santa Maria, to
Robert Thomas, senior social
science nutjor and Sigma Nu
member from El Cerrito.
ENGAGED
Sharon D. Smith, senior fine
arts major from San Jose, to
’Michael David Crockett, 1968
SJS graduate, now an ensign sta-

Campus Life Editor’s Note:
lll i ll g, engagement or marriage a llllll uncements may he
turned in to the Spartan Daily
Office (JC208) anytime.
PINNED
Joan Carlson, senior interior
design major Irons itt ,Iwomi City
and Gamma Phi Beta member,
to John Cadent, a January 1969
SJS physical education graduate
and member of Delta Sigtria Phi
and Phi Epsilon Kappa.

Round Trip
New York/London $189
Round Trip
Oakland/London $289
F. Round Trip
= Oakland/
$319
E Amsterdam
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
tor ,..1a.dola, ao,1

T-M TRAVEL
243.1031

Sorority

FOOD-FOR -THOUGHT

Honed at the Navy Supply Corps
school in Athens, Ga. He is from
Berkeley and a Sigma Chi member. No wedding date has been
set.
Judy Cole, sophomore marketing major and Angel Flight member Tram San Bernadino, to
Mike Kanalakis, junior speech
major, a member of AFROTC
and the Arnold Air Society from

Lig eJ

(SERIES)
4

Ur

New pledges and the sororities
include:

.AkdaSal,V,WaVi

II. Sk.71

This Thursday -12:00 Noon

Alpha( Chi Omega: Michelle
Becker, Judy Fox, Rosemary
Rielly, Carol Lazar, Ellen Bernstein, Sue Simon, Sue Baker.
Kathy McCandless and Sally Arnold.

..siteLttkor ittt this itt,ch

Judy Sausen
Beak review:
Goldniund Narcissus
by Herman Ilesse
-nii4w4w

Alpha Omicron
Kermeen.

Soup 10c
CoffeeFree
Bring..Sandwiches

s

NEWMAN CENTER

Chl, Omega: Latta. Auman, Denise Fortino, Cheryl O’Connor,
Kay Powell, Peggy Kelley, Eliz-

Tel. 295-1771

L79 South 5th St.

SK

FINAL REDUCTIONS
Tu: 75% . OFF S:iIS
FREE

G.I. SKI POLES

L

IN

sms PARKAS
99

999UP

NYLON
SHELLS

to
999

SKI PANTS
LI

Delta Zeta: Claudia Davenport,
Linda Maher, Cindy Morrow,
Sami Schuback, Barbara McCurty, Marlene Lietlenheimer, Carole
Thompson, Pat Mason, Mary
Slater, Kate Hayden, Sherry
Ford and Marti Heembrock.
Gamma Phi Beta: Maryann
Sharp, Diana Wuest, Linda Rosenberg, Carol Gerard, Vicki
Kuhn, Sandy Jordan, Jan McCall,
Barbara Gerbi, Tomina Rouch,
Suzy Rosell, Julie Bihn and
Diane Herman.
Kappa Kappa Omaha: Dinah
Toms, Kathy Macleod, Cheryl
Reynolds, Kay Reed, Nora Chan,
Gina Swaagatra, Carol Murphy
and Linda Hvistendahl.
Sigma Kappa. Diane Bean,
Jeanne Bonn, Leslie Gilleland,
Joy Goldberg, Betty Goldstone,
Sue Hardesty, Kathy Harrington,
Mary Archambault and Carol
-Bromagen,

LoiLN Shit MK,
ice organization, will hold at:L.
in
today from 2:30 to 4:30 p

Seaside. The wedding is scheduled June 1969.
Dolores Crowell, senior home
economics major and member of
Spartan Tri-C from Pleasant
Hill, to Don Lazibon, a January
1969 SJS chemistry graduate,
member of Spartan Tri-C from
Vallejo. He is employed with the
Rinconada Water Treatment
Plant. The wedding is set for
Aug. 16, 1969.
Donna Le Claire, sophomore
sociology major and member of
Alpha Phi from Lafayette to
Richard Watts, senior business
major and Alpha Tau Omega
member from Womiside. The
wedding date has not been an-

UP

29

BRAND
NEW

.

1099
1 / UP

BOYS-GIRLS -LADIES
MENS-LIMtTED SIZE!

50% OFF!

TENTS

anosawa
ow,.
maw

M
1

’"

WAGON
PAD

399

PORTABLE

12-pc.
Alum.
R8e.995. 499 Reg". ;199
6.95

Standard
or
King Size

OR

BAGS 1/2

2’11.10,
ei MOIMLII

t,..

LINCOLN NEBRASKA ESI*01

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
11.1 I C 0 S

1 AC 0 S

I

Did You Cook Your Goose?

Did you over cook your goose again? If so,
drop by Ticois Tacos for Mexican style food
which is prepared just right. Tico’s offers you
drive-in service 24 hours of the day, as well
as prices which a college student can really
appreciate.

.
i

4th and St. James

Phone Orders 297-8421

This summer, study a language
with the world’s
most experienced teachers.

TWO SMALL cUPS

2"

12"1WATER SKIS 9"us
ioneartm,’"

LANTERN

THERMOs
n99 Reg.
7
17.45

THERMOS
Stove 2.Br.

Propane
2 Burner

1499Rog.

/3

Stove

tO

,, 42..-i4

GUN RACKS _.frsrn 2.9I
SHOTGUNS ______... 28.911
se RIFLES __
111.90

MOUNTAIN VIE1 OPEN
DAILY TILL
1799 Fl

,

L.,. At

.--,

elorarrjcAUIEITostas

0

DSALE

cpaptatt
Soolmtope

’

1/2 OFF
1 6uisand ,. liarun..s. . .tel,n12,1

4)1)S.M11111:1ELS

DISCOUNT

AT THE

MARRIED
Smith, SJS junior and
Phrateres International member
frow San Jose, to Daudet Button,
serMr Pi Kappa Alpha member
from San Jose. They were nuu ried March 8.

Mary

.

Reg.
24.95
29.50
1499
BurGnassane
Burns any
Gas
IMIIIMMERIMOSIMMINIIMMIRR
G.I.
Shovel,
Mattox, 1.99;
1.99;
Lantern,
1.99;
G.I.
Axe,
99c;
Canteens, 99c; Scout
Water Buckets, 99c; Knap Sacks, 99c; Gold Pans, 1.29; G.I. Mess Kit, 99c; Camp
Stools, 99c; Tent Stakes, 15c; Machettes, 1.99; Ammo Boxes, 99c; Ponchos, 1.99;
Rope All Camp Accessories.
Pistol Belts, 99c; Hunting Knives

::

OVER 175 TITLES Si EACH
AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

TENNIS RACKETS iteg. lie
SADMINTON SET_ 4.9, I

4499 4;99
LC.?,,11,,,T,

LIFE RAFT
STATION
WAGON
1 -Man
AIR 199
41299
NAT.,’
a
Ne
TRESS
Reg. 5.95 2-Man 29.99

G

SELECTION
of CLIFF NOTES

GREATER

DOWN GUIVES

3 lb. - 36"x80" i
4 lb. - 40"x80" (‘6 lb. - 42"x84" )

-LIT.

COOK SET

UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFF’S NOTES!

99 CHAINS
GAI’Dls

gAsEBAti

STEM%
aii1,111( 1001.

1/.

DOWN BAG 4. 0"
ar
-, _ 7= G.I.
CANADIAN OFFICERS
........,....._
Station

ftEr YcilfR

OF COFFEE
HATS,
CAPS,
TOQUES 1

CAMPING GEAR
. ril-r4;/#72:
.0FF
2
WHITE STAG BAGS . L: ..

SEE OUR
COMPLETE

UP

SAVE NOW WITH

SLEEPING

teria A.

nounced.

CLIBAPIAIIIIWCIE op
Tn MAKE RAAM FAR RAfK DAIKING A. fAMPING GEAR
1 - ES

GPA. The rush reception will
held Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Cat,-

99

SWEATERS
AFTER 201 TURTLE 1991 urhNeorMEOR1. 11 F13171011S 5nn
ixi
I I NECK
77
Makes
,. i9.99
T-SHIRTS
WEAR
EA
lOOTS
U

Ft 1 C

the College Union.
Membership is open to all 111.
students with between 15 arid
7
59,s units anti an over ali

FAMOUS BRAND

Formerly in Rental

UP

3999

EPDXY
SKIS

USED
RENTALS

1 1

FAMOUS BRAND
QUILTED -HOODED

MULTI -LAMINATED

5

WITH BINDIN.;S

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
USED SKIS

Fancis

Alpha Phi: Janice Ahern, Elizabeth Atkinson, Nora Bardsley,
Linda Clete, Charlene Flack,
Shari Hall, Dana Johnson, Cheryl
Hansen, Kerry Kress, Joan Mardesich, Kathleen McClelland,
Barbara Rogers, Cindy Sarnis,
Chris Smile, Etta Simpson, Nancy
Steffins, Claudia Wilson and
Mary Yost.

VA\

%IA\

PI:

abeth Rees, Kathy Kaputo, Sue
Taylor, Sue La ROCCO, Ram
Reiser, Linda De Witt, Tana
Clark, Melinda Meeker and Nora
Olbrant.
Delta Ganuna: Chris Bernadis,
Ruth Butcher, Cindy Cupples,
Mary Jo Fischer, Linda Long,
Sandy McTeer, Jenna Parker.
Amy Pearce, Chris Pierce, Judy
Poco, Jackie Restivo, Joanne
Roberts, Kathy Shea, Mat ha
Worrell and Karen Romanolo.
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TWA will fly you to the language of your
choice.
Your teachers will be waiters, waitresses,
bartenders, barmaids, shopkeepers, bellboys,
chambermaids, hotel clerks, policemen, cab
drivers .. and just plain and fancy natives.
You’ll do more than learn a language.
That, you can do through text books.
You’ll learn how to communicate with that
language.
What language do you want your forte to
be? French, Italian, German, Swahili,
Spanish, Portuguese, Greek ???? You name it.
And TWA will fly you there for your summer

vacation....
Why TWA?
Because we have more flights going to
where you’re probably going during the
summer, than any other airline.
That means you can leave when you want
to leavenot when someone tells you it’s
your turn to leave.
Call TWA, your travel agent or the TWA
campus representative.

The

TWA

things we’ll do to make you happy.

Wednesday, March 19, 1969

6-SPARTAN DAILY

Spartaguide
Pi Lamoda Theta, 7 p.m., Iil

TODAY

Reconciliation. 300 S. 10th. Si.
at 12:45 p.m.

Meeting.

Phrateres International, 4 p.m.,
JC221. Pledges meet at 3:45 p.m.
All actives and pledges please
. secret
attend. (Will discuss .

Jonah’s Wall, 7 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail. "Servant’s" meeting for all
those who want to keep the Wail
open as a place for the college
community to meet.

United L’ampua Christian Ministry. 8 p.m., Wesley Foundation,
441 S. 10th St. Lenten Happening. Lenten setviee at Chapel of

sisters!’

Circle K Club, 5:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. All members and interested students are in%ited to attend.

Npolworth
1==i

Spaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m.-1:30
p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth
St. Donation of 40 cents.

1’MM’. Relations Student SoAmerica, 7:30 p.m., JCciety
136. F’eatured at this meeting
will be a showing of Marshall
film,
controversial
McLuhan’s
"The Medium is the Message."

that care

Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., ’313.
Meeting.

Caryl Richards. Spray
Just wondrful. has lanolin,
Really holds. yet lesvsis
heir clean. 13 oz.

r4t)A

NET
-nt6t

Spartan Shields, 4 p.m., College Union. Interview sign-ups.

67c

"
&WO I 1 I

Gamma Theta Upsilon, 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m., Seventh Street
t.ables in front of cafeteria. Book
sale. Variety of texts and paperbacks. Prices from 10 cents to $1.

Rayeffe Hair Spray
Aqua
.
sprays soff,
stays soft holds firmly in
any weather. 13 oz.

Sparta Camp, Seventh Street.
Tickets now on sale for $12.50

57c

per person.

Take a Taco Break
Get your

39c
New Dawn Hair Color
Permanent hair color you
on.
Lightens,
shampoo
darkens, covers grey.

$1.57
‘,")

Toni Tame Creme Rinse
Ends snarls, tangles . . .
conditions dry, flyeway
heir. 8 ex. plastic bottle.

,

ot er

RICO TACO

78c
A. SATISFACTION GMAKTEED REPLACEMEW

aa MONEY

198 N. Eith
REFUNDEO

The Red Ram, 444 E. William, introduces a new concept in
dining. In addition to our great pizzas and spaghetti dinners,
we now feature the following:

- Dinners and Lunches Top Sirloin Steak Dinner

2.25

Served with Tossed Green Salad and Garlic Bread

Top Sirloin Steak Luncheon

1.75

Served with Tossed Green Salad and Garlic Bread

Knackwurst
Keilbasa
Bratwurst
Italian Sausage

- INCLUDES Hol

German Potato Salad,
and choice of
Cole Slaw or
Sauerkraut

1 .30

-Sandwiches Red Ramburger

......

.69

1/4 -lb. on Black Bread

Cheeseburger

.79

1.4-113. on Black Bread

Hogie

.65

Ham, Salami, Lettuce,
Tomato, Mayonnaise

Ham and Swiss Cheese ...55
On Black Bread

- Potpourri German Potato Salad
Cole Slaw
Sauerkraut
Green Salads
Garlic Bread
Soup of the Day

at a Seventh Street rally today
at 12:30 p.m. The tally is sponsored by several carnous Christian groups,
Briscoe is general manager of
Torchbearer’s. a Christian group
based in England. and also a
speaker at various groups of

1

cut-I itt)
Weats

young people in England, according to a spokesman for First
Baptist Church of San Jose,
where Briscoe is a visiting
speaker.
The rally will also feature music by "several contemporary
Christian musical groups" and
short talks by students and professors who will relate Christ to
their own life. according to Bob
Berger, spokesman for the group.

Cail. 1,1,1, 44,1
4

ni
,/

Ca../
2081 So. Winchester

L.O.V.E

S. YATER
HANG TEN

Campbell, Calif.
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (1 I
I WANT TO BUY a 10 speed bike in
very good condition. Reasonable price.
Call 297- 9957, Pat Carstens.
FOLK SINGERS - Call 292.6587 Eve.
rings. Charlie Blown.
EUROPE, $260-$315 roundtrip, $175 one.
way, Jet Charter, 841-3965 5-7 p.m. or
write K. Hartman 1217 Carleton, Berke
ley 94702.
FORMING COMBO, NEED guitar players, cr ,a, - bass - drums - saxophone. etc. Any irk:sloe) instrument considered. Call 298.0679.
EUROPE Jets $279. See our Friday Display Ad. Sierra Travel Inc., 9875 Santa
M,..n.rn B. Beverly Hills.
JEWELS! i’:1 make rings, buttons. pen dents anything to order! Call Anne at

True Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 414
William St (upstairs). Meeting. Award winning movie ’ KABULIWALA
based on an Indiar Nobel.Laureate story.
Engineering Auditorium E 132 March 21.
i9hQ
r m
NUMBER 27
Beu.are - 11 and 19 are
riz GREAT PLOT!!!

Purse -size HaliPpray
Rayette Aqua Net in a
slender 11,44 ,oz. can. ftwrfect for onahegotouchups.

,

"Spiritual Rewhition" will be
the solution to the world’s problems offered by Stuart Briscoe

Project 7, 12:30 p.m., Seventh
Street. Good discussion, good
music. Speaker: Stuart Briscoe
on "Spiritual Revolution."

ACCESSORIES
for your hair
it 0

Christians Rally Today
For Spiritual Revolution

AUTOMOTIVE (a)

"WIG, NEW, Brn., Oriental. Purchased FEMALE ROOMMATE - to share quiet
foroffmer.Nceaalis29f742725: Will re-style free. apt. $45/mo. on So. 9th St. Call 2926515.
Ski Boots - Koflack-Ladies Size 8.81/2. SKI CABIN FOR RENT. Mar 31 to April
Excellent cond. Call 294-2910, Linda. 6. Sleeps 6-8. Call 732-1647 after 7 p.m.
Boot Polish Free. Rm. 106.
FOR RENT. Furnished 2 bdrm, 2 loth
FOR SALE: Portal-01e TV reasonable. good apts. 148 E. Williams. 3 brm. also
available.
condition, Call: 293-3088.
POLAROID CAMERA MODEL 100, color NEED 1 MORE MALE for lg. furn.
& blk. white. Cloud filter and carrying house w/pool in Los Gatos, thru this
case. In perfect condition. asking $70. sem. $50/mo. Call 354.8314 after 6 p.m.
Call: 292.5212.
Roommate Wanted. male. to share large
PORTABLE STEREO: MAGNAVOX duplex modern apt. with 3 other upper
SOLID STATE, with stand. Like new. division. Orientals, own room. $60,:mo.
294-8905. 32 So. 9th.
$,C,s;
286.8404.
10 SPEED BIKE. Excellent condition. All
3 Bedroom Flat - $140/rno. and single
accessu-ies included 265-1189. $50.
rooms $40/mo. and up. Inquire 179 So.
Third St.
HELP WANTED or
UPPER DIVISION FEMALE STUDENT to
share 2 bdrm. apt. with 2 girls. $53/mo.
before noon.
298-0760
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS
JOBS JOBS JOBS
UPPER DIV. MALE: share 2 bdrm. apt
MONEY MONEY MONEY
Straight. fairly studious. $66/mo. 641 So.
Part time work in our office. No ex- Ilth, #4, after 4 p.m.
perience necessary. Choice of hours. 2 BEDROOM FURN. APT. Girl -students
$2.00/hr. Call Mr Andrews. 287-1728.
only. $155.00. Phone 377-6960 or 378MARRIED Coupl - FREE RENT. Exchange for janitor work for wife, and 5Fil7miale Roommate wanted - $49./mo.
maint. work for husband. Nursery School. 460 So. 6th. St. #6, Prefer U.D. or Grad
Up to June 1970. 225-4820.
student. Phone Liz 294-6414 ext. 2843
or leave note et apt.
WORK WITH USII
We’ll work with you inside our office. NEED I FEMALE ROOMMATE: BIG
Telephone new end renewal accounts. HOUSE. have own room: inLst rent right
No experience required. Hours ar- away. $60, mo. 151 So. 15th St. 287-7045.
ranged to fit your class schedule. Salary
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
+ bonuses 29B-4479.
2 bdrm. apt. w/2 others. $50/mo. 438
DRIVER WANTED, ice creem vending So. 9th #6. Will get own rm. 287.4796.
route. 30.50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share
or part time.
our happy home. Tired of apts./ Cali
GIRLS: Will a talented cook please an- 286-9911 or 295 0784. 8-5 p.m.
swer this .cell? Testy dinners for three
are needed! Food+Wacies fowl. Coll FEMALE ROOMMATE NEED IMMEDIATELY to share a clean modern, 1 bdrm.
243-2045.
apt. near school. Extra storage space.
3 MEN WANTED to help manager es- $55/mo. Call Dee, 286-2859.
tablish Good Housekeeping magazine
service in this area. 82 per hour to start. APT. FOR RENT OR roommate wanted
.th bonuses and raises after training. to Arne with 3 liberal girls. 286-0438
or 460 S. 14th St. #I5.
Cell 292-2429
WANTED--Liv-in pert time woman stu- MALE LIBERAL needs own room with
dent to help young woman in wheelchair. kitchen priv. to be available April 1.7.
Board private room plus salary. Car nec Contact Dave 44 N. 76. #2. Leave msg.
essary 371-7427.
SKIERS: SOUTH LAKE TAHOE. APT.
Sleeps five. One-half rni to Heavenly.
6 blks. to State Line. $40, wkncl. 295 1154.
HOUSING (51

61 MGA 1600 Co,ipe. Rebul.t ergine,
new
-r, Dunlop SP radials, radio.
Bill c
287-2753.
’63 OLDS CUTLASS cony, 4 spda V-8
4 bE
t excellent cond. $795/offeri
’ 297-1390 eves.
1964 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL 4 door sedan. Dependable transportation - $150.
Phone 227.8323.
’65 VW 1500, good condition. 3 new
.ires. radio, heater, $875/offer. Must sell.
."94 3732.
64 FAIRLANE 500. Standard VEL 2 tone,
cond. r/h $750 or offer. Call 295.
7371 or 287-6302.
’63 T-BIRD, Hardtop, full power. air,
good condition. $675. Call 298-5346
anytime.
’67 KAWASAKI - Street Scrambler.
New Barnett racing clutch. 31 h.p. Good
condition. $450. Call Mary 298.4546.
’65 Corvette. Low mileage. Like new. P-5.
Disc. P-B IRS 4 speed, 327" 350 HP.
AM -FM Both tops or, P-windows. Tinted
glass, BRG. Black int. Dual 90’s. $3050.
Call 368-7077.
HARMONY HOUSE
’65 BSA Custom Hornet. 650 cc., exc. Room and board for men only. $95/mo.
cond. Runs fine, looks great ’69 Lic. TV & rec. room with game tables. Room
Call: 293-8385 after 6 p.m.
only $40/mo. 342 E. William 287-0209.
VENTURE I
’141 MGB, Br. Racing Green. 8.000 rni.,
4 COO
warr. Perf. Spoke wh. SP radial Coed living center $100 per mo. incl.
s tonneau, r/h. All Syncro, ski rec. room and board, color TV, large lounge,
heated pool. 525 So. 9th. Tel 287-4885.
$2650. 356-1531.
MUSTANG ’66 GT Hi Perf 289, rally WANTED: FEMALEI & MALES, nice
ego, 4 speed, dlx. int.. vinyl top, discs, rooms, kitchen privileges, TV, patio. 596
dlx. whls., 1 owner, low mi., show cond., S. 101:11 or call Ted 293.9877. If not
home leave message.
$1895 948.3613 eves.
’66 BUICK SKYLARK custom, 4.spd.
bright red. full equip+, era sharp! 45,000
mi., 1 own. 377-6949, eves/wInd.
-IVY 2 d-r. Se-cio-n 3 speed. Original
’TS -CH
265 engine. 36.000 mi. E.cellent shape.
Must see to appreciate. $325 or best
offer. Call Gary 354.7586 after 3:00 p.m.
HONDA S-90 (sport) -F .n. Fest. Cheap.
Call: John 294-6019 ( #121) $295.

LOST AND FOUND IA)
LOST: Black & White photos in Red
Proust Pharmacy Bag. Lost Feb. 21 on
or around campus. Call Martha 294
6330.
If you lost small black slog. Thurs. night
from the area of Hi Rise, call Steve, 293
9877.
LOST: Pair of glasses in ten case.
REVVARD. Call: 258-5223.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIEFASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Hedding. Between eth
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
WOOD LATHE NEW $15. Radial Drill
Press New $37.513, Belt disc sander new
$30. 60 E. San Fernando. Phone 292i
0409.
WEDDING GOWN. Exquisite, $175.0G
Alfred Angelo, sacrifice $95.00 incls.
$12.00 petticoat. Call Jan 286-1195
eves.
FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, bookCASOS, desks and other items. Good con.
dition. Phone 294-8774.
SKIS: New! Head SL. 195 cm. Salomon
Bindings (step in) Comp. Heel, antishock toe. Call 286-8105 after 5:30
P.m. $ 150.
SIAMESE KITTENS - 4’ delightful 5week old Siamese males ere looking for
good homes $20. Cell Henry 286-0341
or see at 347 E. San Fernando.
SKIS 69" Rossinol Strato 207 $90. Call
Jim 293.0902.

1.111111=11111111
PROOF READING and MANUSCRIPT
EDITING. NO typing. Call 248-6522.
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Escne’s
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
$10 00 per month. 251-2598.
TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE. EXPERIENCED. Will edit. WE rni. from campus. Mrs. Aslenien. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marrienne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Cail 371-0395. San Jose.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. BMW.
phone 244-6581.
"HEP," RELIABLE, creative child care.
Call 286-4540.
TYPING IN MY HOME. 35 cents/oeoe.
Will do minor editing. Contact 257-6788.
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Free catalog and samples. Phone (415)
321-1317.
Willi Make Curtains for all makes and
models of cars. Call after 8 p.m. 2862445.
PHOTOGRAPHY: For any occasion. Student rates. Call: Rich Kelsa, eves. 2861139 or 296-7992.

-4-
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To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Tues. - Thurs.
10:30 - 12:30
MWF
9:30 - 1 1:30

lo

FOR SALE (3)

PERSONALS 17)
ANNA - What kept you aslewp on
Monday morning, Jan. 67 Henry7 You
promised me 8:30 a.m. Me, poor fool,
believed yeti! Saffe.
DON’T ESCAPE your problems, overcome them. Dial Peace of Mind 2943333 anytime. Questions invited.
GIRLS: Interested in looking for and
sharing Lake Tahoe apt. this summer.
Call Barbara, 269-4106.
Pa, C mming - I LOVE YOU!

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

50(ZiZY, RALPH, ER.17 MY HOUSEMOTHER THINK’S
WE’VE BEEN 5EEING TOO MUCH OF EACA4 OTHErZ"

r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
CLASSIFIED RATES

.30
.30
.30
.40
.35
.40

Minimum
Three Imes
One day

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount tor
each addi
tional line

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
One day

T o days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3-.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

.50

.50

Four days

Flys days

-IA- 2.50
2.90 --37103.50
3.40
4.00
3.90
AO

Print Name
Address
City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals
Announcements (1)
n Help Wanted (4)
Automotive (2)
, for
,3,

.50

1:1 Housing (5)
Last cut found (6)
41M.M.

(7)
1:71 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Days

For
Enclosed Is $
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
95114
SAN lOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
Please allow 2 days after placing tor ad to appear.
0111.111M1....

